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Heather Myers
Heather Myers is from Altoona, Pennsylvania. She has an MFA in Creative Writing from
West Virginia University and is a PhD student in Creative Writing at the University of
North Texas. Her work has appeared in Puerto Del Sol, Palette Poetry, Reservoir, and
elsewhere. She is the recipient of a 2018 AWP intros award.

A RAINBOW,
JUST FOR A MINUTE
I imagine other worlds,
the one where my brother still breathes.
He runs around the yard, the space he takes
open and endless.
The heart holds
beyond its weight:
my family’s hurt, a lost timeline, anger
curled and sleeping on the porch
at night. The sagging of the trees.
A patched architecture. Holes in the floorboard.
The other children asked why I live
where I live. A woman saw into me.
She said, you have a light about you, a glow.
I believe this, and radiate
rings and rings of light
hot like the coils of a burner.
On a walk, in the woods:
a miniature house.
Eggshell blue. Lots of windows.
Somewhere I could stay.
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ELEGY
All those who will never hold your hand.
The room is unbearably white.
You lived warm and quietly, like sunlight.
All my bike rides alone. Darker spaces full of you.
The seizures. The hospital play room. Waiting.
The IV could never find your vein quick enough.
The bruises. Your soft doughy arms. Hope.
You felt and let us know. I remember the cries.
Rare laughter. Your hands tightly curled.
I feared hospitals, your machines. The room I left.
This to let you breath, like all the other rituals.
Your face, what would it look like now?
I imagine you’d laugh at my poems, call me on our birthday.

SECOND INVENTORY
AFTER LOSS
Fallen rotten apples
not long ago 		

in the backyard
I was a child picking them.

The neighbor died 		

drunken lawn work

after so many years.

Caution, yellow tape.

Where did his dog go?

Trees press

			

against the vinyl siding.

So much ivy.

So much wood rot.

A distance away

train tracks

berry bushes

vertigo from the creek.
			Keep the bears in mind.
Uncertain movement

acorns falling.

Morning rose around the ankles,
snaking through the grass—
what is left?
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And so what?

MORE POETS:
Lena Carson

Born October 3, 2012, Lena Carson has been constructing poems, songs, and stories since she could talk.
At the age of 5, she began reading her poems at open mics. Lena loves school and is looking forward to
first grade after an exemplary year in kindergarten. Lena lives in New Castle, PA, with her mother,
father, brother, and her much-loved cat, Brownie.

W. Todd Kaneko

W. Todd Kaneko is the author of This is How the Bone Sings (Black Lawrence, 2020) and The Dead
Wrestler Elegies (Curbside Splendor, 2014), and co-author with Amorak Huey of Poetry: A Writer’s
Guide and Anthology (Bloomsbury Academic, 2018). A Kundiman fellow, he is co-editor of the literary
magazine Waxwing and lives in Grand Rapids, Michigan where he teaches at Grand Valley State
University.

Amorak Huey

Amorak Huey's second full-length collection of poetry, Seducing the Asparagus Queen, won the 2018 Vern
Rutsala Book Prize and was published by Cloudbank Books. He also is author of Ha Ha Ha Thump
(Sundress, 2015) and the forthcoming Boom Box (Sundress, 2019), as well as two chapbooks. A 2017
National Endowment for the Arts fellow, he is co-author with W. Todd Kaneko of Poetry: A Writer’s
Guide and Anthology (Bloomsbury, 2018) and teaches writing at Grand Valley State University in
Michigan.

Julia Kolchinsky Dasbach
Julia Kolchinsky Dasbach (www.juliakolchinskydasbach.com) emigrated from Dnepropetrovsk, Ukraine
as a Jewish refugee when she was six years old. She holds an MFA in Poetry from the University of Oregon
and is a Ph.D. candidate at the University of Pennsylvania. She is the author of The Many Names for
Mother, winner the Wick Poetry Prize (Kent State University Press, 2019) and The Bear Who Ate the
Stars (Split Lip Press, 2014). Her poems appear in POETRY, American Poetry Review, The Nation, and
TriQuarterly. Her work has been selected for Best New Poets, the Williams Carlos Williams University
Poetry Prize from the Academy of American Poets, and New South’s Poetry Prize. Julia is the editor of
Construction Magazine(www.constructionlitmag.com) and writes a blog about motherhood (https://
otherwomendonttellyou.wordpress.com/).
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Naazneen Diwan

Naazneen Diwan is a queer, Muslim poet and social justice educator. She is the current Lead Instructor
for Baldwin House Urban Writing Residency hosted by Twelve Literary Arts in Cleveland, Ohio. She is
an alumni of Art Omi writers' residency and the founder of Kalaashakti healing arts and meditation
workshops with Muslim women. Her poetry and prose have been published in several publications,
including The Yale Review, Sky Island Journal, Kohl, Project As[I]Am, SAMAR, and MOONROOT,
and have been performed in venues such as Tuesday Night Cafe, The Japanese American National
Museum in LA, Khmer Arts Academy, Other Books and The Last Bookstore. She has forthcoming pieces
in Serendipity Magazine and Cathexis Northwest Press. Her poetry manuscript, 99 Names, was also a
University of Wisconsin Press Poetry Prize Semi-Finalist.

Dena Igusti

Dena Igusti is an Indonesian-Muslim poet. She is currently the co-founder of Short Line!, an organization
dedicated to connecting artists to their communities, to each other, to resources, and to themselves. She is a
2018 NYC Youth Poet Laureate Ambassador, and 2017 Urban Word Federal Hall Fellow. Her work has
been featured in BOAAT Press, The Shanghai Literary Review, and more. You can find more of her work at
denaigusti.wordpress.com

Alrisa Shea

Alrisha Shea is a 17 year old student going into Bioinformatics in undergrad. They can be observed in
their natural habitat @alrisha_s on Twitter. Their work is published or forthcoming in Outlook Springs,
Crab Fat Magazine, Dirty Paws Poetry, and others. Their chapbook, "Cicada Girl / Locust Boy" is
forthcoming from corrupt press.

Caroline Chavatel

Caroline Chavatel is the author of White Noises (Greentower Press, 2019), which won The Laurel
Review’s 2018 Midwest Chapbook Contest. Her work has appeared in AGNI Online, Gulf Coast,
Hayden's Ferry Review, Cosmonaut's Avenue, and The Journal, among others. She has won or placed in
prizes from The Cossack Review, phoebe, and Gigantic Sequins and was nominated for 2018 Best New
Poets by AGNI. She is currently a M.F.A. candidate at New Mexico State University where she is Poetry
Editor of Puerto del Sol and co-founder and editor of a chapbook press, Madhouse Press.

Madison White

Madison White is a recent graduate of the University of Manchester’s MA program in Creative Writing.
She has since returned from the UK to her home state of Kansas where she teaches English and works
as a freelance writer. She also blogs about writing and other creative endeavors on her website Madison
White Writes. Madison’s poems have appeared in The Cardiff Review, Whale Road Review, Vinyl, and
elsewhere.

Aura Martin

Aura Martin recently graduated from Truman State University with a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Creative
Writing. She served as staff writer for The Index--Truman State University’s student-led newspaper--and
assistant nonfiction editor at WORDPEACE. Her work has appeared in Black Works and Rue Scribe. In
Aura’s free time, she likes to run and take road trips.

Lyd Havens

Lyd Havens is a nationally touring poet and performer currently living in Boise, Idaho. The winner of
the 2018 Ellipsis Poetry Prize, their work has previously been published in Winter Tangerine, Glass: a
Journal of Poetry, and Tinderbox Poetry Journal, among others. They are the author of the chapbook I
Gave Birth to All the Ghosts Here (Nostrovia! Press, 2018), and are currently working towards a BFA in
Creative Writing and History at Boise State University. They were born on their due date, and have been
intensely punctual to everything since. You can find them at lydhavens.com or on Twitter @lizardhavens.

Mary Biddinger

Mary Biddinger (she/her/hers) is the author of six full-length poetry collections, including Small
Enterprise and Partial Genius, both with Black Lawrence Press. She teaches literature and creative
writing at The University of Akron, and edits the Akron Series in Poetry for The University of Akron
Press. Poems have recently appeared in Court Green, Poetry, Tupelo Quarterly, and Waxwing, among
others. Biddinger has been the recipient of three Individual Excellence Awards in poetry from the Ohio
Arts Council, and received a National Endowment for the Arts fellowship in 2015. She is currently at
work on a new manuscript of small poems about ordinary things. Find her online at marybiddinger.com
and @marybid on Twitter.

Jill Mceldowney

Jill Mceldowney is the author of the chapbook “Airs Above Ground” (Finishing Line Press) as well
as “Kisses Over Babylon” (dancing girl press). She is a cofounder and editor of Madhouse Press. Her
previously published work can be found in journals such as Muzzle, Prairie Schooner, Fugue, Vinyl and
other notable publications.

Sarah O'Brien

Sarah O'Brien is a poet, editor, and teacher from Woburn, MA. She writes and paints and explores as
much of the world as she can. Sarah is a bisexual feminist who loves sunsets and selfies. She is also the
Founder and EIC of Boston Accent Lit. Learn more at www.sarahobrien.org and follow her @fluent_
SARAcasm.

Nancy Hightower

Nancy Hightower has been published in journals such as Up the Staircase Quarterly, Sundog Lit, Word
Riot, storySouth, Spry, Joyland, and Entropy, among others. Her first collection of poetry, The Acolyte, was
published in 2015 by Port Yonder Press. She currently teaches at Hunter College.

Akif Kichloo

Akif Kichloo is a poet of Indian origin currently alternating residence between Saginaw, Michigan (USA)
and Kashmir, J & K (India). With a bachelor's degree in Medicine and Surgery, he has been eating
shoelaces for the past year because he gave up everything to write poetry.

Mateo Lara

Mateo Lara is from Bakersfield, California. He received his B.A. in English at CSU Bakersfield. He is
currently working on his M.F.A. in Poetry at Randolph College in Lynchburg, VA. His poems have been
featured in Orpheus, EOAGH, Empty Mirror, and The New Engagement. He is an editor for RabidOak
online literary journal & Zoetic Press.

Edited by: J. David, Geoff Anderson, Zackary Lavoie,
Crystal Ignatowski
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Tiger
Lena Carson

I am a tiger
I am perfectly camouflaged in my happy yellow dress
I duck down and stay perfectly quiet
When I see me prey, I pounce
I say "Hi, my name is Lena,"
and we fly on the swings
and we slide down the slides
and we tell each other secrets
I eat them right up
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Slash's Haberdasher
W. Todd Kaneko & Amorak Huey

		
“I just took it and walked out of the store with it. I figured
		
if they caught me, they’d stop me. I’d say I forgot to pay
		
for it, but I didn’t have any money.”
			
—Slash on where he got his top hat,
			
Roadrunner Records UK video interview

A failed romantic, she is
attracted to magic / that mystery
king of spades men bury
in their sleeves / whole aviaries
flickering in their breast pockets.
The lovelorn are always trying
to make themselves into something
new for the world: rabbits
bounding from still air / plastic bouquets
sprung from love songs / the name
of the card you chose whispered
into a vacant winter sky. She invents
a disguise / a distraction for our eyes
while the hands do the work.
She knows half a man’s body
heat is lost through the top of his head.
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Smelling a Youth Dew
perfume sample
Julia Kolchinsky Dasbach

I question lilacs
whether everything
purple is heavy
childhood trees
along the river that doesn’t fit
into American mouths?
all flowers take me
to Ukraine all smells
the strong ones
to the past
how it turns hydrogen
peroxide my nose a flood
red cotton so much
cotton plunged and plugged
deep in my nostrils the smell
pillow soft or lullaby
warm like double-socked feet
I need my nasochki my son says
covers aren't enough
but the voice isn’t his
why is my mother
here? everywhere? her smell
far less about flowers
flour maybe? dusted varen’iki
though she’ll keep her hands
out of dirt or dough lilacs
don’t grow in America she says
searching for their smell
near water wearing purple
and painting her nails
to petals seren’ lilac seri
gray but seren’evi is purple
I can’t make sense of it
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and my son is terrible
at naming colors he smells
my hair and calls it pink
his mouth open to eat it
asking me to run
my curls across his
belly what color
is the sun? I ask
to help him name smell
this and he laughs
at the yellow of his
full diaper the sun I say
yellow like the sun soaked
cotton soaked sky my nose
soaked in lilacs
and his light

Of Lemongrass and
Letting Go
Naazneen Diwan
I snap open spines
of lemongrass
because the fracture
releases fragrance...
tough and sinewy,
my travels in Dang
just before the rains.
and in the kitchen of the NGO,
when we arrived,
stalks of green were thrown in whole.
I learned to love
fresh picked chai
and I wanted the world
to inhale me
as I did the steam
from my cup.
I wanted my pores
to blink open reminders
of forests yet to be decapitated
and play yet to be hushed.
you were the first
to plant and harvest lemongrass
when I returned,
knowing without knowing,
the tall blades tethered me
to my roots.
And every morning,
I happily steeped in its nostalgia...

Until one day
you left.
and I forgot to stock up
on an emergency supply.
behind you
ditches and two rotten tomatoes
as if no seeds ever achieved height.
and I prayed some lemongrass escaped
in your hurry to reset the seasons.
and I lunged at tall blades-too smooth.
snapped them open and willed
home.
but they were too fickle;
no tough spines linking me
to metaphor and memory.
you say you pulled up
my comforts
so I could plant my own garden.
I think you left
so I could grow,
and be steeped,
in my own
fragrance.

party guidelines
Dena Igusti

“we are alive and well. the people will know” -divine stevens

play // every early 2000s r&b song // middle school emo anthem // we try & forget // whenever there is death // we
become our best // through our worst // this is the mantra for our // city
pour henny // or any of our respected deceased's favorite liquor // on the grave // pop one for jj’s boyfriend // who
died from alcohol // fill a corpse with what // drove the soul all out // this is what we are // a vessel for things to pass
through // to be inside at the right place and time // what keeps us alive
divine swallows // oxy to change his heart rate in high school // a guy from lyons smashed // his head against the mcdonalds on the block // when the emts picked him up // blood poured out // the hole in the middle // of his forehead
into his mouth // he grins with sun // says // don’t worry y’all i’m still handsome // he knows how to spill // doesn’t
need a god to determine when // his time’s up
whereas // tears well up in my eyes // if my chest rises and falls differently than the night before // i purposely forget
// the prayer for when someone dies // inna-illahi-something // i always remember how to start // grieving // but //
never when or how to let it out of my mouth
play something good // when i’m gone // don’t call it an end // tell everyone i ran off // fell in love with my body again
// or i left my body instead // or my body is now married to the dirt // i am an on // off //relationship // with dusk //
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On bruising and
related phenomena
Alrisa Shea

My father says to never plant a fruit tree. “Unless
you want the fruit,” he adds, the statement followed
with a brief laugh. A fact? No, I decide. Somewhere,
a boy wakes up with a bruise on his ribcage and my
father laughs. The boy laughs along-- but why? I
opened a box of bananas and they had browned while
shipping across country lines-- yellow & amber-my boss laughed as he told me to throw them away.
I condemn the action as I do it, yellow & amber gone,
their elbows, knees, collarbones, necks bruised. All
my people bruise asleep. A dream half-entered, the
body unwilling. A foreign country to the body, resulting
in bruise. I try to make sense of this, as my father sleeps
soundly. Why should I bruise and not them? Her, him?
I’m tired of yellow & amber. Tired of rotting while my father laughs
and says I’ll ripen. I am tired of
being banana bread. We are beautiful
fruits to bear. I will plant fruit trees and
we will eat our fruit half-ripe and half-rotten-we will bruise and nobody will jeer-we will enter into sleep and come out laughing.
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VOICEMAIL
Caroline Chavatel

I need the power of film: to rewind & repeat so I can remember what I tell you & then
differently & differently again & dear blue, I’ll make it count—I’m still heading to the East
where we fell into love & I imagining you’re undressing in your darkening room in your
house across The Bridge where I’ll soon be &—you’re probably at that shitty bar where
you hang out after your shift—but I’m witnessing some kind of accident all just noise &
lights—I think a suicide, I think a hit-and-run, I think a forget-me-not & blue, did someone jump the Bridge, all one hundred & eighty feet into the deep dark blue? & after all
these years what am I saying? because I just saw a hit-and-run & the guilty car is speeding
away through the toll booth & the poor other car is dangling from the guardrail like a
loose tooth hanging from its gummed nerve thread & I forget why I called you at all, so I
might turn around— the evil of that car speeding onward & away pretending nothing ever
happened, how we move so quick & so far away

Goats
Madison White

I wanted goats – Nubian ones –
because I could hear their vowel-wide grunts
from anywhere. I wanted to get up before dawn
and see their horizontal pupils stretched
like a reverse sunrise. I wanted to know
how long it will take for them to be human
to me. My family thinks I am strange
for buying them. How long until they deem me
insane? I love the way that one
pushes in front like a little sister.
I love the way their milking stand resembles
a miniature guillotine. Their lives in my hands.
Do they call me Master when I am not around?
Or Marie Antoinette? I swear their pupils
are shrinking, are almost round.
When my husband makes noises in the morning
I think he is a goat. I have to stop
myself from bleating back. I put their heads in
the milking stand and whisper: This pressure
is temporary. You will die of old age.

Spelled Out in Hives
Aura Martin

Cento from Thunderstruck & Other Stories by Elizabeth McCracken

She no longer cuts or colors her mercury hair but instead twists it like a towel and pins it to
her head. Missy the allergen, Missy the poison. Such a clumsy young woman, really. Her freckles have
starved from lack of light.
Joyce swears she can smell the fiberboard headboard of the bed through the barrier cloth, the
scratch-and-sniff stickers on the desk, the old lip gloss, the bubble bath in containers shaped like animals arranged on the dresser top, the unchanged mattress, the dust.
People take their hands with them, no matter where they go. But her hand ticks down to the bottom of the page, and stops. The walls are pink with darker pink trim. Missy had once written a song
about an undershirt with a tiny rosebud at the sternum. It was the sound of every enchanted harp,
flute, princess turned into a tree in every fairy tale ever written. How did we get here?
The worst thing is saying happiness is a narrow tank. This is intolerable. I clean the coffee rings
off the bookcase. The body’s a bucket and liable to slosh.
At least, I believed for the first time that I was capable of being loved.
You’re not interested in anyone else’s story, not when your own story takes up all your time. The dust
is everywhere in the room. It’s time to join the world again.
Surely that was possible. Even then, there would be no answer.
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I only misgender myself when Fleetwood Mac
comes on
Lyd Havens

I’m not a woman, but part of me
is always going to be a teenage girl,
screaming into rivers and watching
herself weep in the mirror. Sometimes
my hair grows like a curse word.
My lipstick smears, and my teeth
find a new hysteria to fantasize about.
I still identify
as a spiteful bitch. The gold dust settles
on my cheeks, but I don’t. The tables
have turned,
and now my father is afraid of me.
Damn my fury, damn my forgiveness.
I’ve learned to fight like an anarchist racehorse—
my legs will give out before my heart does.
When I was still a girl, I cut all my hair off
in mourning. Twice. When I was still a girl,
I found my grandmother’s childhood braid
framed in an attic. She sliced it off herself
while angry at her own father. I sleep
with scissors next to my bed, just in case.
I practice a running start. I tell the mirror
what I want to tell my father:

you will never get away from the sound
of the [
] that hates you.

ONE FOR THE
RECORD BOOKS
Mary Biddinger

They were pulling another body out of the canal. It didn’t stop the fishermen nearby, or
rollerblading couples holding hands, or seabirds dismantling a Doritos bag. That body could
have been somebody’s roommate I whispered into my roommate’s armpit, which was about
where I landed if no heels were involved. Meanwhile the heat inched toward records.
Forecasters in a constant state of near-orgasm over it, deploying the most ornate puns,
nonsensical yet thematically appropriate wardrobe choices. Somebody on the street asked
my roommate if it was hot enough and that was a serious mistake. Later I confessed how at
thirteen I built my own Slip 'N Slide out of garbage bags stuffed with newspaper. Thankfully
there were no friends around to laugh even if it wasn’t funny, like on amateur comedy night
when my roommate showed up in a straw hat and consumed five sidecars, guffawing until
it became obvious that I had stacked the deck. We chose our apartment based on the lake
breeze, but the landlord lied, and so there we were sleeping heel to heel on vintage bathroom
tile, wondering which vaudeville starlets might have drowned in our tub. Or perhaps that
was just me. My roommate had an elaborate sleep routine. My thoughts kept returning to the
canal like a trickle of wastewater. The early morning news featured a forecaster in a Santa costume brandishing a hair dryer. I startled to the sound of the kitchen on fire, but it was only
my roommate making me toad in a hole, hand-washing my favorite slip in a bucket of Tide.

Letter to a Dead Racehorse #1: Dear Alydar,
Jill Mceldowney

If every letter is a love letter
how do I
say everything by saying nothing?
An ex jockey described for me a three horse wreck.
She said there is a sound—like bells—
when horses clip heels, like a warning.
She said her horse took two others with him
into the dirt at 40 mph. When he crashed he was thinking:
stay alive.
How simple is the body, self preservation. The body is designed to crawl
from suffering, it wipes itself clean, the body forgets
the body,
it takes care
of itself like every horse trainer says the same to every rider after a fall:
“Unless I see blood or bone, get back on that horse—”
and even then.
Last night was not the first time
I allowed myself
to think of his hands the way I might think about a horse:
			blameless,
			accidental,
			
just doing his job,
			

I got in his way.

I went back—
like she had to
watch the horserace replay three times,
had to see herself crushed three times

before she could believe, three times
before she could say
			“Oh, that was me under all those horses—”
under all those long bodies tangled in each other,
thrashing soundlessly before settling into stillness.
She told me she did not remember crawling
across the dirt to cradle the horse’s head in her lap.
He was dying, he was staggering to rise,
she was holding him, she was mouthing:
“It’s fine, it’s fine. Everything is fine.“
I will begin with her false statement.

Sin Tax
Sarah O'Brien

I didn’t (and still don’t)
have the money I owe.
I haven’t slept in several centuries.
Anything beautiful and I’m thinking of you.
I’m making art in traffic.
I’m not correcting anyone’s grammar.
These boots unfit for uphill treks,
yet here I am, climbing.
I’ve been a poet in other lifetimes,
which is to say I have broken many rules.

Grifters
Nancy Hightower

My seventy year old father
bought himself a Russian wife
on my sister’s fortieth birthday,
texted her a picture of the fake visa
issued from Ghana.
As pretty as Eve, he wrote,
and only thirty three,
as if my sister needed solace
for her missing rib,
as if Jesus still felt the thrust
of blade between bone blooming
in his side, as if his blood
could wipe clean a history
of maxed-out credit cards
and online infidelities,
rework all sin as fake news,
as if they both missed
the passion and fury
of Judas, who knew
it wasn’t war until
someone died,
as if my father could call
forth signs and wonders
from the blank Texas sky,
stock his compound with guns,
canned goods, and
one purchased wife
to start the apocalypse
they always dreamed of.

Courage: Making Sure
With My Actions That
My Mother Knows Her
Prayers Don’t Work
Akif Kichloo
The first girl whose heart I ever broke
later broke my heart even more.
The world opens up to you in grief, swallows you—
like a paradox. Consider a
blooming rosebud and the universe closing itself into it.
I will always love you, she said the first time we
made love. We shuddered so hard we forgot to
be tender. See? we forgot. My
grandfather brought home two
wives in his life, my father
one. I have brought none. My mother
thinks my heart is turning into stone,
find God and you will soften, she says.
Ever so often, in the small hours of the night,
half drunk, I find God with someone, and then
I soften. She swallows the moon and moves on.
As a boy I could do no harm,
as a man all I do is harm, Haram, Haram,
shouts my father's voice in the middle
of my head, how will my son face his Lord, I
see him cry on the Jai Namaz, my mother sitting
beside him, an ocean on her cheek, unsure, should
she pray anymore
or not. See, I am not saying I am
still grieving that first heartbreak. What I am
saying is that I am grieving.

That I Was
Mateo Lara

un-harmed but never counted as a loss
purposefully laid out bare ass up
for vultures to pick at soft, pink flesh
where my mother loved me red & dazzling
& I couldn’t tell the difference between
love for a man and love for a woman
where this queer burning was only offering
powerful & not sacrificial to a fake God
where blessings were never masked as curses
that it meant honesty served strictly as balm
and not a battering, where tooth ache
was fairy wing & not faulty venom
from all the oppressors glaring.
less shaky more structured
un-bothered by mayhem in the bones
or what the hurricane did to the home
I looked up to & paid $800 rent for
where white men worshipped me
as they expected themselves to be worshipped
where a halo was not a noose
where a hummingbird lived forever
that I was no martyr and just as human as
each rippling glittering surface was quenching
thirst and not ominous drought, where this
existence was not as much a battle
as everyone submitted to.

